VI. CHESS /CHECKERS /BACKGAMMON-TAVLI
   (Saturday / Check-In 9:30 a.m. / Begins 10:00 a.m. / Stagg South Gym)

PLEASE NOTE:
   (1) TRACK AND FIELD PARTICIPANTS MAY NOT PARTICIPATE IN CHESS, CHECKERS AND BACKGAMMON/TAVLI.
   (2) PARTICIPANTS MUST CHOOSE EITHER TO PARTICIPATE IN CHESS, CHECKERS OR BACKGAMMON/TAVLI– NOT MORE THAN ONE!

A. General chess and checker and Backgammon/Tavli game rules will be followed.

B. Events:
   • Chess 8-10; 11-12; 13-15 and 16-18, Co-Ed;
   • Checkers 8-10; 11-12; 13-15 and 16-18, Co-Ed;
   • Backgammon/Tavli; 8-10; 11-12; 13-15 and 16-18, Co-Ed;
   • As many entries per church, per event male/female as needed.

C. Make sure you enter Name, Event, Age information on the enclosed Master Roster. (Enter Gender also even though these events are Co-Ed.)

VII. BOWLING - Rules are attached to Roster. (Give to your respective coach.)

VIII. J.O.Y. BASKETBALL - Rules are attached to Roster. (Give to your respective coach.)

IX. G.O.Y.A. VOLLEYBALL - Rules are attached to Roster. (Give to your respective coach.)

X. G.O.Y.A. SOFTBALL - Rules are attached to Roster. (Give to your respective coach.)

XI. J.O.Y. & G.O.Y.A. SOCCER - Rules are attached to roster. (Give to your respective coach.)

XII WRESTLING - Rules are attached to Roster. (Give to your respective coach.)